GLOBAL EXPRESSION OF INTEREST / PRE-QUALIFICATION FOR PROVISION OF OFFSHORE INDEPENDENT LEG JACK UP DRILLING UNITS / MAT SUPPORTED JACK UP DRILLING UNITS FOR OFFSHORE BLOCKS IN INDIA: CB-OS/2; RAVVA; KG-OSN-2009/3; PR-OSN-2004/1

Cairn India Ltd. (“CIL”) is the Operator of the Offshore Blocks in India, CB-OS/2 (located on the West Coast of India) & RAVVA, KG-OSN-2009/3, PR-OSN-2004/1 (located on the East Coast of India).

The scope of this EOI covers the following services and the pre-qualification for each service will be done independently.

DRILLING UNITS

1. Drilling Unit for CB-OS/2 Block - Independent Leg Jack Up Drilling Unit (ILJDU) with the following specification:
   - Rated Drilling Capacity: 16,000 to 20,000 ft or above.
   - Rig Design: ILJDU's with Le Tourneau Class 116 or 116C or Baker Marine Pacific Class 375, Keppel FELS Class B Design or Gusto MSC CJ46 or equivalent
   - Leg length below the hull: 220ft
   - Capability to drill with, store and handle, synthetic oil based mud(SBM)
   - Pointed Spud can design with strong legs to operate in water depths of 8 meters to 50 meters
   - IT & Communication Systems to be provided by the Contractor for Company Use

2. Drilling Unit for Blocks: KG-OSN-2009/3, PR-OSN-2004/1 & RAVVA: Offshore Drilling Rig with either of the following options
   I. Mat supported Drilling unit Cantilever / Slot type for drilling in water depths upto 250ft.
   or
   II. Independent Leg Jack Up Drilling Unit Cantilever/Slot Type for drilling in water depths upto 250ft. (for KG-OSN-2009/3 & PR-OSN-2004/1 blocks only)

CIL, on behalf of itself and its Joint Venture (JV) partners, seeks an Expression of Interest (EOI) from experienced Drilling Contractors under International Competitive Bidding (ICB) Process for Provision of offshore Independent leg jack up drilling units / mat supported jack up drilling units in support of CIL drilling campaign in these Blocks tentatively planned in calendar years 2016 and 2017.

In view of the nature of the scope, only those Contractors possessing the requisite and proven record of performance, and can demonstrate through submission of documents in executing at least similar jobs should respond to this notice.

Please note the below criterion which shall be used for preliminary short listing of bidders for future tenders. Cairn reserves the right to modify these criteria based on tender specific requirements.

a. Interested Contractors shall have minimum 3 years of experience of providing Tangibles to O&G operators.

b. Should have experienced Personnel and proven Safety and HSE track record to meet international standards.
The interested Contractors should evince interest to participate in the Expression of Interest by clicking on the “Evince Interest” link against the corresponding EOI listing on the Cairn India website and submit their contact details online. Further to this, interested Contractors would be invited to submit their response via Smart Source (Cairn’s eSourcing Platform).

The Contractors would be requested, as a minimum, to submit the following documents and details for prequalification via Smart Source.

- Letter of interest clearly indicating project reference
- Detailed Company Information including details of Fleet / equipment and current location
- Details of completion of similar type of projects in the last five years under headings:
  a) Brief scope of work b) Value of work c) Contract Duration d) Actual completion of Project e) Clients name f) Contact details of the Client (CIL may approach the client directly for the feedback).
- Technical Job Capability. List of Similar work with contract values successfully executed in the last 3 years’ and projects currently under execution.
- Organizational outline proposal detailing their nominated management, staff, and business process support to carry out an Offshore Drilling campaign for all types of wells.
- Details of Management, Operating and Maintenance schemes with copies of their certification.
- Details of HSE Organization, responsibilities, resources, standards and documentation, Risk management, Planning and procedures, Implementation and performance monitoring.
- Details of HSE auditing and management review of HSE-MS, Valid Certifications / Accreditations
- Details of established Quality Manual, Policy and Procedures, valid Quality Certifications, Accreditations.
- Company’s financial performance documents (Audited Balance sheets and Profit and Loss statements, Auditors Report and Notes to Accounts etc.) for last 2 (two) years. Latest financial statement should not be older than 12 months on the date of submission of response to Expression of interest.

*The interested suppliers should evince interest to participate in EOI within 14 days of publication of Expression of Interest.*